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DRIVING VALUE FROM RAW, WRITTEN DATA

People using the Internet upload, download, and share a tremendous amount of unstructured data every day.  
A large proportion of this unstructured data is written text.

In its ‘raw’ state, written language contains an inherent value. It can help organizations achieve greater insights that can 
help improve hiring practices, customer care, and more.  But extracting the value from the text using manual processes 
(i.e., someone reading it, understanding it, and acting on it) is time and resource-intensive. Organizations need to 
extract value from this raw data quickly and accurately, leading to insightful and actionable recommendations that drive 
better business outcomes.

Fortunately, there is a scalable way for organizations that possess large amounts of raw text to mine this data for 
valuable business insights. It starts with natural language processing (NLP) and named entity recognition (NER), an NLP 
subset. NLP allows computers to understand text in much the same way as a human being. NER is the task of identifying 
and categorizing key people, places, and things in a text, a practice sometimes referred to as entity “chunking,” 
extraction, or identification.

Using cutting-edge NLP and NER algorithms, organizations can extract critical insights from unstructured data in a 
programmatic and scalable fashion. With these vital insights, organizations can make informed, data-driven decisions 
based on this previously unutilized and underutilized data.

• There are many use cases in which NLP and NER algorithms can add value. For example:

• HUMAN RESOURCES – Speed up the hiring process by summarizing applicants’ resumes; improving internal workflows 
by correctly categorizing, analyzing, and routing employee complaints and questions quickly and efficiently.

• CUSTOMER SUPPORT – Improve response times by categorizing user requests, complaints, and questions and filtering 
by priority keywords.

• SEARCH AND RECOMMENDATION ENGINES – Improve the speed and relevance of search results and recommendations 
by summarizing descriptive text, reviews, and discussions.

• BIOMEDICAL ORGANIZATIONS – NER is used extensively with biomedical data for gene identification, DNA 
identification, and identifying drug and disease names in text. 

Figure 1. Named Entity Recognition Use Cases
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This white paper will explore how NLP and specifically NER can be used to analyze and extract value from raw text 
data. We will delve into NER and how Dovel uses the technology in its own platform; look at specific use cases for the 
medical, legal, and other fields; and more—all with the intent to help organizations drive significant insights that can 
make genuinely profound and positive impacts on their businesses.

HOW NER WORKS

In NER processing, the computer looks for any words or series of words (“entities”) that consistently refer to the same 
thing. Here is how it works:

• DETECT A NAMED ENTITY – detecting a word or string of words that form an entity.

• CATEGORIZE THE ENTITY – identify the categories.

• EXTRACT THE ENTITY – extract the detected entities in a downloadable format.

Every detected entity is classified into predetermined categories. For example: 

PERSON

E.g., Elvis Presley, 
Audrey Hepburn,  

The Pope

ORGANIZATION

E.g., Google, MasterCard, 
University of Oxford

TIME

E.g., 2006, 16:34, 2am, 
100 BC

LOCATION

E.g., Trafalgar Square, 
MoMA, Machu Picchu

WORK OF ART 

E.g., Hamlet, Guernica, 
Exile on Main Street

Figure 2. Extracting Different Categories of Information
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DOVEL’S APPROACH TO NER

Dovel’s Discover platform leverages several innovative open source solutions for highly accurate NER processing. These 
solutions include specialized pipelines and NER models used for text mining across hundreds of thousands of words. 
The solutions include: 

• SpaCy – en_core_web_sm: A spacy pipeline trained on written web text (e.g., blogs, news articles, webpages), 
including vocabulary, vectors, syntax, and entities.

• ScispaCy – en_core_sci_sm: A full spaCy pipeline for biomedical data with a ~100k vocabulary.

• ScispaCy – en_ner_bc5cdr_md: A spaCy NER model trained on the BC5CDR corpus. The BC5CDR corpus consists of 
1500 PubMed articles with 4409 annotated chemicals, 5818 diseases, and 3116 chemical-disease interactions.

• Sci – en_ner_bionlp13cg_md: A spaCy NER model trained on the BIONLP13CG corpus. GENIA corpus is used for bio 
text mining. ‘Anatomy’, ‘Gene’, ‘Chemical’, ‘Organism’, ‘Cancer’, ‘Organ’, ‘Cell’, ‘Tissue’, and ‘Pathology’ entities for the 
model.

• Blackstone – en_blackstone_proto: Blackstone is the first open-source model specifically trained to use long-form 
texts containing familiar law entities and concepts. Blackstone is built on spaCy, which makes it easy to pick up and 
apply to organizational data. 

Blackstone has been trained on data spanning a considerable temporal period (as early as texts drafted in the 1860s). 
This is useful because an interesting element of the common law is that older writings (particularly judgments) remain 
relevant for many years. The general-purpose entities present in contracts are used to extract specific legal concepts. 
Extracting this information from contracts allows users of our platform to manage and search through their contracts 
with ease. 

The data used to train Blackstone’s models was derived from the Incorporated Council of Law Reporting for England and 
Wales’ archive of case reports and unreported judgments. Unfortunately, that archive is proprietary, preventing Dovel 
from releasing any of the data used to train Blackstone.

While the models have been trained on English case law and the library built with the uniqueness of the legal system 
of England and Wales in mind,  the model has generalized well and is expected to do a reasonably good job on 
Australasian, Canadian, and American content too. 

HOW THE SPACY PROCESSING PIPELINE WORKS

These tools work together in a formalized process that produces actionable intelligence. The first step in the process 
is creating what is known as a “Doc” object—a sequence of tokenized objects. The Doc is then processed in several 
different steps, which are referred to as the processing pipeline. The pipeline used by the trained pipelines typically 
includes a tagger, a lemmatizer, a parser, and an entity recognizer. Each pipeline component returns the processed Doc, 
which is then passed on to the next component (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Process Pipeline

Each of these components serves a specific purpose:

• TOK2VEC – Provides a simple way to both tokenize a collection of text documents and build a vocabulary of known 
words, but also to encode new documents using that vocabulary. 

• TAGGER – A process of converting a sentence to forms – list of words, list of tuples (where each tuple has a form (word, 
tag)). The tag, in this case, is a part-of-speech tag and signifies whether the word is a noun, adjective, verb, and so on.

• PARSER – This phase aims to draw exact meaning, or dictionary meaning from the text. Syntax analysis checks the text 
for meaningfulness comparing to the rules of formal grammar.

• LEMMATIZATION – The process of converting a word to its base form. The difference between stemming and 
lemmatization is, lemmatization considers the context and converts the word to its meaningful base form, whereas 
stemming removes the last few characters, often leading to incorrect meanings and spelling errors.

• NER – the process of identifying the entities and categorizing them.

Here is a working example:

Figure 4. Pipeline Working Example
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USE CASE EXAMPLES

Now that we have explained the process let us take a look at some use case examples that show the potential for NER in 
three different areas, including the medical and legal industries and “generic entities”. 

GENERIC ENTITY EXTRACTION EXAMPLE

Generic entities are any entities that are not considered words, phrases, or terms that are not specific to a particular 
industry. For instance, a generic entity could be a general news article or blog post. In addition, generic entities do not 
include terms relating to medical science, financial markets, legalese, or other very specific verbiage. 

To extract value from generic entities, organizations should first start with a pdf input file. This algorithm is optimized 
for CPUs. Then, they should proceed with the process pipeline:

The output includes generating an HTML document from the pdf that has all the entities tagged and color-coded. 
The output also consists of an extracted entity list that can be further used for different applications. For example, 
researchers can use the list to find relevant material faster by summarizing papers and archive material and highlighting 
key terms, topics, and themes.

Following are examples of generic entity outputs:

OUTPUT :1 HTML FILE WITH TAGGED COLOR-CODED TEXT

The following output shows color coding amongst the different categories. For example, orange=location, 
yellow=Geopolitical Entity (GPE), etc.

Figure 5. Generic Entity Extraction Example
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OUTPUT: 2 EXTRACTED ENTITY LIST WITH ENTITY, LABEL, LABEL DESCRIPTION, AND WORD 
POSITION

Figure 6. Extracted Entity List

Entity Label Label_Description Word_Position Char_Start_Position Char_End_Position
African NORP Nationalities or religious or political groups 2 3 10
the Catalyst Fund ORG Companies, agencies, institutions, etc. 9 46 63
JP ORG Companies, agencies, institutions, etc. 14 67 69
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation ORG Companies, agencies, institutions, etc. 19 88 119
2019 DATE Absolute or relative dates or periods 46 250 254
three CARDINAL Numerals that do not fall under another type 50 274 279
four CARDINAL Numerals that do not fall under another type 55 292 296
Salutat PERSON People, including fictional 64 333 340
Turaco GPE Countries, cities, states 66 345 351
Africa LOC Non-GPE locations, mountain ranges, bodies of water 73 366 372
Brazil GPE Countries, cities, states 76 380 386
Diin PERSON People, including fictional 80 401 405
fourth ORDINAL “first”, “second”, etc. 84 415 421
Catalyst Fund ORG Companies, agencies, institutions, etc. 87 424 437
BFA ORG Companies, agencies, institutions, etc. 98 487 490
60% PERCENT Percentage, including “%” 110 551 554
Africa LOC Non-GPE locations, mountain ranges, bodies of water 123 613 619
$50,000 to $60,000 MONEY Monetary values, including unit 136 672 690
Catalyst Fund ORG Companies, agencies, institutions, etc. 151 735 748
six months DATE Absolute or relative dates or periods 158 763 773
Maelis Carraro PERSON People, including fictional 234 1143 1157
Catalyst Fund ORG Companies, agencies, institutions, etc. 240 1176 1189
2019 DATE Absolute or relative dates or periods 244 1193 1197
Net Big Thing ORG Companies, agencies, institutions, etc. 283 1398 1412
Deciens Capital ORG Companies, agencies, institutions, etc. 287 1417 1432
40 CARDINAL Numerals that do not fall under another type 294 1462 1464
Techstars ORG Companies, agencies, institutions, etc. 299 1490 1499
the Mastercard Foundation ORG Companies, agencies, institutions, etc. 301 1504 1529
Catalyst Fund ORG Companies, agencies, institutions, etc. 310 1557 1570
2019 DATE Absolute or relative dates or periods 321 1615 1619
San Francisco GPE Countries, cities, states 336 1690 1703

Entity Extraction has provided a wide variety of organizations with revolutionary enhancements of their ability to 
access a large quantity of on-point and up-to-date information that can be critical to their businesses.  NER allows them 
to extract information from thousands of documents in minutes or even seconds, rather than days, providing them with 
near real-time access to valuable information that can be used for everything from competitive research to market 
analysis and more. 

Now, let us examine two models specifically designed to extract entities pertaining to the medical and legal industries.

MEDICAL ENTITY EXTRACTION EXAMPLE

Again, the process begins with a pdf input file. The process pipeline remains the same, except in this case, the algorithm 
uses custom pipes and models related to using spaCy for scientific documents.

Medical entity extraction includes a custom tokenizer that adds tokenization rules on top of spaCy’s rule-based 
tokenizer, a POS tagger, a syntactic parser trained on biomedical data, and an entity span detection model. Separately, 
there are also NER models for more specific tasks. The output generation includes two HTML files for medical and 
biomedical entity tagging and three extracted CSV files consisting of abbreviations, biomedical entities, and a unified 
medical language system (UMLS).
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Following are examples of medical entity outputs:

OUTPUT 1: BIOMEDICAL HTML FILE GENERATED WITH DIFFERENT CATEGORIES COLOR-CODED.

The following output shows color coding amongst the different categories—for example, purple=organ type, 
orange=chemical type, etc. 

Figure 7. Biomedical Entity Extraction

OUTPUT 2: MEDICAL ENTITY EXTRACTION HTML FILE CONSISTS OF TWO CATEGORIES:  
DISEASE/CHEMICAL

The following output shows color coding amongst the different categories—for example, green=disease type, 
purple=chemical type, etc.

Figure 8. Medical Entity Extraction
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OUTPUT 3: BIOMEDICAL EXTRACTED FILE CONTAINS ENTITY, LABEL, AND WORD POSITION

The following table highlights entities and labels and their corresponding word and chart positions.

Figure 9. Biomedical Entity List

Entity Label Word_Position Char_Start_Position Char_End_Position
globe ORGAN 14 71 76
people ORGANISM 48 231 237
people ORGANISM 68 333 339
people ORGANISM 88 446 452
patients ORGANISM 206 1072 1080
insulin GENE_OR_GENE_PRODUCT 282 1525 1534
insulin GENE_OR_GENE_PRODUCT 286 1551 1558
microvascular MULTI_TISSUE_STRUCTURE 297 1617 1632
retina MULTI_TISSUE_STRUCTURE 302 1653 1659
kidney ORGAN 304 1661 1667
periphera ORGAN 306 1671 1680
body ORGANISM_SUBDIVISION 324 1758 1762
glucose SIMPLE_CHEMICAL 336 1815 1822
blood ORGANISM_SUBSTANCE 340 1831 1836
blood ORGANISM_SUBSTANCE 343 1842 1847
glucose SIMPLE_CHEMICAL 345 1857 1864
body ORGANISM_SUBDIVISION 349 1880 1884
person\ GENE_OR_GENE_PRODUCT 358 1918 1925
liver ORGAN 365 1951 1956
glucose SIMPLE_CHEMICAL 373 1994 2001
glucose SIMPLE_CHEMICAL 377 2008 2015
bloodstream ORGAN 383 2042 2053
blood glucose ORGANISM_SUBSTANCE 392 2081 2094
insulin GENE_OR_GENE_PRODUCT 403 2146 2153
insulin GENE_OR_GENE_PRODUCT 405 2155 2162
pancreas ORGAN 411 2183 2191
organ ORGAN 415 2201 2206
liver ORGAN 421 2232 2237

OUTPUT 4: MEDICAL ABBREVIATIONS DETECTS THE ABBREVIATIONS IN THE TEXT AND 
EXTRAPOLATES ITS LONG-FORM EQUIVALENT

The following table lists abbreviations and their corresponding terms.

Figure 10. Medical Abbreviations Detected in the Text and Long From

Abbreviation_Text
DN Diabetes mellitus
CTL cytotoxic T-cell
VAT visceral adipose tissue
BPH Benign prostatic hyperplasia
MHC major histocompatibility complex
CE cerebral oedema
RIP rat insulin promoter
CHF congestive heart failure
DCA Canadian Diabetes Association
GAD glutamic acid decarboxylase
ICAM-1 intercellular cell adhesion molecule 1
FASL FAS ligand
LCMV-GP lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus glycoprotein
iNOS inducible NO sythanse
TZDs Thiazolidinediones
DCCT Diabetes Control and Complications Trial
DDP-4 dipeptidyl peptidase-4
LPS lypopolysaccharide
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OUTPUT 5: UMLS – DISEASE CODE EXTRACTION

The UMLS integrates and distributes key terminology, classification, coding standards, and associated resources to 
promote more effective and interoperable biomedical information systems and services, including electronic health 
records.

Figure 11. Unified Medical Language System Sample Output

Code Condition Condition_specific Concept_id Description
C0011847 Diabetes [‘Diabetes’] [‘T047’]
C0011849 Diabetes Mellitus [‘DM, ‘dm’, ‘Diabetes mellitus (disorder) [‘T047’] A heterogeneous group of disorders characterized by HYPERG
C0362046 Prediabetes syndrome [‘pre-diabetes’, ‘Borderline Diabetes’, ‘p [‘T047’] The time period before the development of symptomatic diab
C1263960 Diabetes with coma (disorder) [‘Diabetic Coma’, ‘diabetic comas’, ‘com [‘T047’] A state of unconsciousness as a complication of diabetes mille
C0017980 Glycosuria, Renal [‘Renal Glycosuria’, ‘Renal glucosuria’, [‘T047’] An autosomal inherited disorder due to defective reabsorption
C0011880 Diabetic Ketoacidosis [‘Diabetic Ketoses’, diabetic ketoacidos [‘T047’] A life-threatening complication of diabetes mellitus, primarily
C0011849 Diabetes Mellitus [‘DM’, ‘dm’, ‘Diabetes mellitus (disorder) [‘T047’] A heterogeneous group of disorders characterized by HYPERGL
C0020456 Hyperglycemia [‘Hyperglycemic disorder’, ‘Blood Gluco [‘T047’] Abnormally high BLOOD GLUCOSE level
C0475718 Neonatal hyperglycemia [‘Neonatal hyperglycemia (disorder)’ [‘T047’] Blood glucose concentration above the upper limit of establish

Entity Extraction has provided Medical Providers with revolutionary enhancements of their ability to deliver a large 
quantity of on-point and up-to-date medical information. This results in better classification of medical terminology 
and easier access to descriptions of diseases and other important medical information.  NER can extract this information 
from thousands of documents in minutes or even seconds, rather than hours or days, allowing medical professionals to 
quickly access information during research or at the point of care. 

LAW ENTITY EXTRACTION EXAMPLE

As with the previous examples, the extraction process for law entities begins with a pdf input file. The process pipeline 
remains the same, except in this case, the algorithm uses the Blackstone library and categories into Case name, citation, 
instrument, provision, court, and judge. The output files include color-coded text with different categories in an HTML 
file and an extracted list of entities. 

OUTPUT 1: HTML FILE GENERATED WITH COLOR-CODED TEXT

The following output shows color coding amongst the different categories. For example, red=case name, 
blue=geography, green=judge, etc.

Figure 12. Law Entity Extraction, Sample Output
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OUTPUT 2: LIST OF ENTITIES EXTRACTED (LEGAL NLP MODEL) 

The following table highlights entities and labels and their corresponding word and chart positions.

Figure 13. Legal Entity Extraction, List of Entities

Entity Label Word_Position Char_Start_Position Char_End_Position
Jameel v Wall Street Journal Europe Sprl CASENAME 36 147 188
[2004] EMLR 89 CITATION 44 189 203
s Act 1792 INSTRUMENT 135 584 594
Geo 3 PROVISION 140 599 604
Berezovsky v Forbes Inc CASENAME 274 1209 1232
[2001] EMLR 1030 CITATION 278 1233 1249
Sedley LI JUDGE 287 1260 1269
the test LEGAL_TEST 291 1281 1289
Eady J JUDGE 322 1425 1431
in my judgment CONCLUSION 423 1889 1903
The question is ISSUE 454 2050 2065
European Court of Human Rights COURT 511 2296 2326
European Convention INSTRUMENT 530 2391 2410

Entity Extraction has provided Enterprise Legal Information Providers with revolutionary enhancements of their ability 
to deliver a large quantity of on-point and up-to-date legal information to their customers.  It is fair to say that the more 
mundane tasks of the legal profession – and increasingly the more sophisticated ones – are being automated at a rapid 
rate because NER can extract information from thousands of documents in minutes or even seconds, rather than hours 
or days.

CONCLUSION:

There is immense value in raw text data, but much of that value is hidden in a maze of millions of characters, words, 
phrases, sentences, and paragraphs. Human beings do not have the time nor the wherewithal to analyze, process, and 
extract insights from this ocean of text. As such, organizations may be missing out on valuable intelligence that can be 
used to improve processes, ignite innovation, or drive greater business value. 

NER brings this intelligence to the forefront quickly so that organizations can gain both insights and efficiencies. In 
addition to the processes and outcomes outlined in this paper, NER plays a significant role in the Identification of 
Relationships and Scenario Template Production, Semantic Annotation, Ontology Population, and Opinion Mining. 
Companies can use these and other NER-driven scientific processes to label relevant data in customer support tickets, 
detect entities mentioned in customer feedback, and easily extract meaningful information, like contact information, 
location, dates, and more.

In short, with NER, organizations can mine text, categorize it into pre-defined structured categories, and ultimately 
derive value from the human language. 

LEARN MORE:

For more about Dovel’s approach to NER and NLP, visit doveltech.com, read our NLP Toolkit, and learn about our 
Discover platform.


